
 

English Language Arts Power Standards with Learning Targets  
10th Grade  
Standard   Standard Description    Learning Targets / I Will Statements   
10-R-L-1- A  Draw conclusions, infer and analyze by citing relevant and 

thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text 
says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 
Comprehend and interpret evidence / infer to draw 
conclusions.  

●  I will draw conclusions based on textual evidence. 

●  I will use relevant textual evidence to interpret inferences made from 

fiction text.  

● I will cite relevant textual evidence to analyze conclusions in fictional 

text.  

10-R-L-1- B  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used 
in the text, including figurative and connotative meanings, using 
context, affixes, or reference materials.  

● I will demonstrate the difference between connotative and denotative 

meanings of words in literary texts.  

● I will identify examples of figurative language and analyze why the 

author included then in a literary text.  

●  I will use context clues to determine the meaning of words.  

● I will use affixes and their origins to help me determine the meaning of 

words.  

● I will use reference materials to determine the meaning of words and 
phrases as they are used in the fictional text. 

10-R-L-1-D Using appropriate text, determine two or more themes in a text, 
analyze their development throughout the text, and relate the themes 
to life experiences; provide an objective and concise summary of the 
text. 

● I will relate themes from a fictional text to life experiences.   
● I will determine two or more themes in a fiction text.   
● I will provide an objective and concise summary of fictional text.   
● I will analyze the development of themes in a fictional text.  

10-R-L-2- A  Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure a 
text, order events, or manipulate time impact the reader.  

● I will analyze how an author’s choice of structure in fictional text 
impacts the reader.  

● I will analyze how order of events in a fictional text impacts the reader.  
● I will analyze how the use of time in a fictional text impacts the story.  

10-R-L-2- C  Analyze the cumulative impact of specific word choices and 
syntax on meaning and tone.  

● I will demonstrate patterns of meaning and tone by 
analyzing specific word choice in fiction text.  

● I will analyze word choice to determine patterns (syntax)   
● I will analyze word choice to determine tone.  

10-R-L-3- A  Analyze multiple performances of a story, drama, or poem, 
evaluating how each version interprets the source text.  

● I will explore multiple dramatic performances to combine ideas from 
multiple fictional texts. 

● I will evaluate how each dramatic performance interprets the source 
text to combine ideas from multiple fictional texts.  

●  
 



10th Grade  
Standard   Standard Description    Learning Targets / I Can Statements   
10-R-I-1-A Draw conclusions, infer, and analyze by citing relevant and 

thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text 
says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  

● I will draw conclusions by citing textual evidence that supports what the 

text explicitly states.  

● I will make inferences based on an analysis of what the text says 

explicitly.  

● I will cite relevant and thorough textual evidence to support inferences 

taken from the text.  

10-R-I-1-B  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used 
in the text, including figurative, connotative, and 
content-specific meanings using context, affixes, or reference 
materials.  

● I will demonstrate the difference between connotative and denotative 
meanings of words.   

● I will identify examples of figurative language and analyze why the 
author included them in a text.   

● I will use context clues to determine the meaning of words.   
● I will use affixes to determine the meaning of words.  
● I will use reference materials to determine the meaning of words and 

phrases as they are used in a nonfiction text.  
10-R-I-1-C  Interpret visual elements of a text including those from 

different media and draw conclusions from them (when 
applicable).  

● I will interpret visual elements of a text, including those from different 
media. 

● I will draw conclusions from visual elements of a text, including those 
from different media. 

10-R-I-2-D Evaluate an author’s argument assessing whether the reasoning 
is valid, and the evidence is relevant and sufficient; identify 
false statements and fallacious reasoning.  

● I will identify false statements in a non-fiction text.  

● ·I will evaluate an author’s argument in a non-fiction text.  

● I will determine if an author’s reasoning is valid in a nonfiction text.  

● I will identify false reasoning in a nonfiction text.  

● I will determine if an author’s evidence is sufficient in a nonfiction text. 

10-R-I-3-B  Evaluate how effectively two or more texts develop similar 
ideas/topics  

● I will evaluate how effectively two or more nonfiction books develop 
similar ideas so I can synthesize information across multiple books.  

10-W-1-A  Conduct research to answer a question or solve a problem; 
narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; gather 
multiple relevant, credible sources, print and digital; integrate 
information using a standard citation system.  

● I will gather relevant information from multiple credible print and digital

sources.  

● I will use advanced searches effectively.  

● I will assess the usefulness of each source in answering the research 

question.  

● I will integrate information into text selectively to maintain the flow of 

ideas.  

● I will avoid plagiarism.  



● I will follow a standard format for citation. 

10-W-2-A  Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing 
in which the development, organization, style, and voice are 
appropriate to the task, purpose, and audience; self-select and 
blend (when appropriate) previously learned narrative, 
expository, and argumentative writing techniques.  

● I will follow a writing process focusing on development, organization, 
style, and voice to produce clear and coherent writing. 

● I will follow a writing process appropriate to the task, purpose, and 
audience to produce clear and coherent writing. 

● I will self-select and blend previously learned narrative, expository, and 
argumentative writing techniques 

  
10-W-3-Ab  Review, revise, and edit writing with consideration for the task, 

purpose, and audience. Word choice, syntax, and style: choose 
precise language and make syntactical choices to reflect an 
understanding of how language contributes to meaning.  

● I will review, revise, and edit writing with consideration for the task, 

purpose, and audience.  

● I will choose precise language to reflect an understanding of how 

language contributes to meaning in a piece of writing.  

● I will make choices to reflect an understanding of how language 

contributes to meaning in a piece of writing.  

10-S-L-1-B  Delineate a speaker’s argument and claims, evaluating the 
speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and evidence in order to 
propel conversations by posing and responding to questions 
that relate the current discussion to broader themes or larger 
ideas; actively incorporate others into the discussion; and 
clarify, verify, or challenge ideas and conclusions.  

● I will describe a speaker’s argument and claim. 
● I will evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and evidence. 
● I will use the evaluation of a speaker’s point of view, reasoning and 

evidence in conversation. 
● I will create and respond to question that relate to the current 

discussion to create themes and larger ideas that others may 
participate. 

● I will create and respond to questions that clarify, verify, or challenge 
ideas and conclusions. 

10-S-L-2-C  Plan and deliver appropriate presentations concisely and 
logically based on the task, audience, and purpose making 
strategic use of multimedia in presentations to 
enhance understanding of finding, reasoning, and evidence and 
to add interest.  

● I will demonstrate which multimedia presentations are best based on 
the purpose and audience.   

● I will plan presentations logically based on my purpose and audience.  
● I will deliver appropriate presentations that are concise and logical.  

 
 


